The 2008 financial crisis dramatically worsened the fiscal future of the United States. In the first five years of the Great Recession, the debt-to-gross domestic product ratio of the United States more than doubled, and multiple bond-ratings agencies downgraded U.S. federal government debt. The inevitable debate in Washington is where and how much to cut federal spending. The national security budget is a natural target for fiscal conservatives. Their logic is clear-cut: defense and war expenditures are not the primary culprits for the parlous fiscal state of the United States, but they acted as accessories. For the 2013 fiscal year, the U.S. federal government has budgeted more than $685 billion in defense expenditures.\(^1\) Tacking on budgeting for intelligence and nuclear forces raises that figure to more than $725 billion. With the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan winding down and al-Qaida’s top leadership decimated, the security threats to the United States have also declined.\(^2\) At the same time, the country possesses an unparalleled lead in defense assets and expenditures. Given its unchallenged military supremacy, targeting cuts toward defense spending after a decade of dramatic budgetary increases is a natural ambition.

A future of limited defense budgets has nevertheless triggered anxiety from some quarters of the U.S. national security community. Advocates for a large military argue that the world is safer and more prosperous today precisely because of the United States’ outsized security capacities and deep engagement with the rest of the world. Ostensibly, by acting as a guarantor of the peace in hotspots such as the Middle East and Pacific Rim, the United States keeps the international system humming along—which in turn yields significant bene-
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fits to the United States itself. A smaller military budget would make keeping the peace that much more difficult. When budgetary constraints began to appear on the horizon in 2010, the presidents of the American Enterprise Institute, Heritage Foundation, and Foreign Policy Initiative explicitly argued in the Wall Street Journal that “military spending is not a net drain on our economy.” This argument is one of several that analysts have made about the economic benefits to the United States of possessing military predominance and deep engagement with the rest of the world. Critics, however, have long questioned whether military preeminence yields the benefits claimed by proponents. Those criticisms have only intensified since the 2008 financial crisis. While arguments in favor of military predominance are frequently asserted in policy circles, there is less discussion about their theoretical and empirical foundation. What can international relations scholarship say about the relative economic benefits of military primacy?

This article evaluates whether the economic benefits of military preeminence and deep engagement are as great as proponents suggest. This evaluation begins by breaking down the arguments that military primacy yields economic returns into the most commonly articulated causal mechanisms. It then assesses what the scholarly literature and evidence can conclude about those causal mechanisms. The three most plausible pathways are the geo-economic favoritism that foreign capital inflows provide for military super-

powers; the geopolitical favoritism gained from an outsized military presence; and the public goods benefits that flow from hegemonic stability.

Each of these arguments is less empirically persuasive than is commonly articulated in policy circles. There is little evidence that military primacy yields appreciable geoeconomic gains. The evidence for geopolitical favoritism is much more robust during periods of bipolarity than it is under unipolarity, which suggests that primacy in and of itself does not yield material transfers. The evidence for public goods benefits is strongest, but military predominance plays a supporting role in that causal logic; it is only full-spectrum unipolarity—a condition in which a single actor is universally acknowledged to be the dominant actor across a variety of power dimensions—that yields appreciable economic gains. The economic benefits from military predominance alone seem, at a minimum, to have been exaggerated in policy and scholarly circles. While there are economic benefits to possessing a great power military, diminishing marginal returns are evident well before achieving military primacy. The principal benefits that come with military primacy appear to flow only when coupled with economic primacy. These findings have significant implications for theoretical debates about the fungibility of military power, and should be considered when assessing U.S. fiscal options and grand strategy for the coming decade.

The article’s first section frames the current discourse about the economic benefits of military primacy in the context of U.S. budgetary debates. The second section evaluates the geoeconomic favoritism hypothesis. The third section considers the geopolitical favoritism argument. The fourth section assesses the public goods logic. The final section summarizes and discusses the implications of the article’s findings for international relations theory and U.S. foreign policy.

**What Is At Stake in the Debate About Military Primacy**

For the rest of this article, the terms “military primacy,” “military preeminence,” and “military predominance” are used interchangeably. They all refer to a distribution of military capabilities in which one country faces no current or emergent peers on any significant battlefield. A country possessing military primacy commands “the commons”—global spaces such as air, sea, or space. Command of the commons acts as a force multiplier for other forms of power projection. In theory, a country that possesses military predominance can nev-
ertheless follow a restrained foreign policy. In practice, primacy always seems to lead to a concomitant foreign policy of deep engagement with the rest of the world.  

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, international relations theorists and foreign policy analysts have furiously debated the existence, duration, and implications of unipolarity. Sources of contention in these debates include the duration, stability, and wisdom of U.S. military primacy. Two facts, however, are not in dispute. First, U.S. grand strategy for the post–Cold War era has been predicated on preserving U.S. military primacy—deep engagement with the rest of the world serves many purposes, one of which is to deter the rise of a peer competitor. Repeated strategy documents from different presidential administrations have articulated this view. The George W. Bush administration’s 2002 National Security Strategy famously vowed, “Our forces will be strong enough to dissuade potential adversaries from pursuing a military build-up in hopes of surpassing, or equaling, the power of the United States.” The Barack Obama administration’s 2010 National Security Strategy, though distinct from its predecessors on numerous policy dimensions, nevertheless concurs with prior strategy documents that “we will maintain the military superiority that has secured our country, and underpinned global security, for decades.”

The second indisputable fact is that all proponents in this debate acknowledge that the United States has been the sole military superpower in the world

since the collapse of the Soviet Union. More than a decade ago, Paul Kennedy concluded that the United States’ military advantage was unparalleled in history: “Nothing has ever existed like this disparity of power; nothing. I have returned to all of the comparative defence spending and military personnel statistics over the past 500 years that I compiled in The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, and no other nation comes close.”12 The hard data on this question confirm Kennedy’s statement. A cursory scan of current defense budgets across the world reveals that the United States is responsible for close to 40 percent of worldwide military expenditures and more than 60 percent of great power military expenditures.13 These figures have been roughly constant for the past two decades—and this distribution is distinct from any prior distribution of military expenditures since the 1648 Peace of Westphalia.14 Breaking down the military balance into subcomponents does not change this evaluation. Despite a plethora of arms control treaties, the United States holds an unparalleled lead in nuclear weapons.15 Barry Posen concludes that the United States dominates the global commons of air, sea and space, and that it “gets vastly more military use out of the sea, space, and air than do others; that it can credibly threaten to deny their use to others; and that others would lose a military contest for the commons if they attempted to deny them to the United States.” Even skeptics of unipolarity, such as Christopher Layne, concede that “the United States still wields preponderant military power.”16

The large disparity between the military power of the United States and that of everyone else explains why fiscal conservatives are seeking to shrink the defense budget. U.S. national security officials have become more concerned about the security implications of the national debt. Even defense policy principals have talked about the need to retrench in the interest of national security. Adm. Michael Mullen, while chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, repeatedly averred that the debt was the single greatest threat to national security.17 Former Defense Secretary Robert Gates stated in May 2010, “The attacks of September 11th, 2001, opened a gusher of defense spending that nearly doubled the base budget over the last decade, not counting supplemental ap-

appropriations for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Which brings us to the situation we face and the choices we have today—as a defense department and as a country. Given America’s difficult economic circumstances and parlous fiscal condition, military spending on things large and small can and should expect closer, harsher scrutiny. The gusher has been turned off, and will stay off for a good period of time.”

Such statements have provoked consternation in defense policy circles about whether cutbacks would actually carry more costs than benefits. Robert Kagan crystallized one logic that connects U.S. military hegemony with significant material benefits:

[T]hose who support cutting the defense budget think that if the United States would simply scale back its role in the world, it could save money and make raising further revenue unnecessary. This is a faulty assumption. The present global economic and political order, which has provided the environment in which the United States has grown and prospered for decades, is built on and around American power and influence. Were the United States to cease playing its role in upholding this order, were we to retreat from East Asia or to back away from the challenge posed by a nuclear Iran, the result could only be global instability. From a purely economic perspective, it would be far more costly to restore order and stability—both essential to a prosperous global economy—than it would be to sustain it.

Kagan’s argument is only one of multiple logics through which military primacy is hypothesized to be a net economic gain. There are several causal pathways through which military hegemony translates into economic benefits to the hegemon, but insufficient attention has been paid to assessing the combined validity of these hypotheses. Stephen Brooks, John Ikenberry, and William Wohlfarth recently asserted that “the wider payoffs of the United States’ security role for its interests in other realms, notably the global economy . . . [have been] relatively unexplored by international relations scholars.” This is true, but there has been significant scholarship on each of the individual causal pathways through which military primacy can yield pecuniary gain.

This article does not exhaustively survey every hypothesized relationship between military predominance and economic benefit. Fortunately, some arguments can be dispatched quickly. For example, the argument that military primacy promotes employment by providing a Keynesian or innovative boost to

the economy is unpersuasive. Economists have concluded that any employment effect from defense spending is inefficient compared to similar levels of tax cuts or civilian government spending.21 Similarly, arguments persist to this day that military primacy yields rents through the existence of “informal empire.”22 A quick cursory review of the literature, however, reveals that whatever imperial rents existed in the pre-industrial era have not existed for recent military hegemons.23 The failure of the United States to convert its postinvasion control of Afghanistan or Iraq into lucrative commercial relationships is the latest data point to contradict this hypothesis.24

There are three other more viable arguments contending that military pre-eminence generates positive economic externalities. One argument, which I label “geoeconomic favoritism,” hypothesizes that the military hegemon will attract private capital because it provides the greatest security and safety to investors. A second argument posits that the benefits from military primacy flow from geopolitical favoritism: that sovereign states, in return for living under the security umbrella of the military superpower, voluntarily transfer resources to help subsidize the costs of hegemony. The third argument postulates that states are most likely to enjoy global public goods under a unipolar distribution of military power, accelerating global economic growth and reducing security tensions. These public goods benefit the hegemon as much, if not more, than they do other actors. In the next three sections, each of these causal mechanisms is discussed and then measured against the theoretical and empirical literature to assess its validity.

**Geoeconomic Favoritism**

In the global economy, military preeminence can potentially encourage the private sector to make voluntary resource transfers. Private capital, for example, might interpret military predominance as a powerful market signal. At a minimum, the most obvious benefit from a large military force is the security it provides to potential investors. All else being equal, a country is far more likely to attract foreign capital if it is secure from foreign invasion. This security, in turn, can make the country attractive for foreign investment. Primacy also would appear to make it easier for a country to establish a reserve currency, which also generates pecuniary returns through seigniorage. Additionally, a country with military primacy presumably has a monopoly on the use of legitimate force within its borders. By bolstering property rights and reducing risk, military predominance can act as a magnet for foreign capital inflows. I label the positive effect of military primacy on private-sector activity as “geoeconomic favoritism.”

The evidence for geoeconomic favoritism is mixed. To be sure, some measure of military power is generally acknowledged to be a prerequisite for developing a reserve currency. There has been a powerful correlation between states with significant amounts of military power and economic wealth. Since the beginning of the modern Westphalian state system, leaders have equated military power with economic plenty. The direction of causality in this relationship is much more difficult to ascertain, however. It is possible that military power generates greater economic benefits, but most researchers draw the opposite conclusion: the primary causal arrow moves from economic vitality toward a strong military. This was Kennedy’s conclusion in *The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers*, matching the general consensus of most scholars who work on hegemonic stability, power transition, or long cycles. Realists such as Barry Posen have reached a similar conclusion: “If the United States were not


the dominant economic and technological power, it would not be the dominant military power.”

For the causal logic of geoeconomic favoritism to hold up, military power must generate concomitant economic gains rather than vice versa. There is modest evidence for this assertion. At a base level, geoeconomic favoritism clearly exists. As a necessary condition, a state’s ability to defend its borders determines its ability to develop its economy, capital markets, and regional economic ties. Thus, military capabilities can help to reduce political risk, which is a significant explanatory factor for cross-border capital flows. The necessary condition for this relationship is not military predominance, but some sufficient level of great power military capabilities. For geoeconomic favoritism to occur, military primacy and deep engagement must generate greater inflows of capital than would otherwise be the case.

Carla Norrlof’s work represents the most direct effort to test the relationship between U.S. military prowess and financial strength. She argues, for example, that since 1979 “funds have more readily flowed to the United States” when it has won its wars. When the United States has gotten bogged down in military quagmires, on the other hand, the reverse has been true. Her evidence for testing this assertion, however, rests solely on an annual bivariate comparison of U.S. military performance with financial flows into the United States. The failure to consider other causal factors in determining the flow of funds—such as economic growth, monetary policy, or fiscal policy measures—introduces significant omitted variable bias into her analysis.

The historical literature does not lend much support to geoeconomic favoritism. Jonathan Kirshner’s work demonstrates that financial interests are concerned with the minimization of risk. As part of ensuring global order, military hegemons frequently need to exercise their military power; such actions introduce the possibility of macroeconomic instability into financial markets and national economies. Kirshner shows that, historically, the financial sector has staunchly opposed initiating the use of force in world politics. Even military hegemons must therefore be wary of alienating global capital: “[S]tates,” he writes, “must be alert to the fact that by choosing a more assertive or ambitious national security strategy . . . they may be ‘punished’ by international financial markets, principally via capital flight, pressure on the exchange rate,

and greater difficulty in borrowing abroad.” At a minimum, this set of capital market preferences implies that hegemons receive negligible geoeconomic benefits from military primacy.

The behavior of reserve currencies between the two world wars is another data point against geoeconomic favoritism. If this logic is valid, then military power should also be a principal factor in determining which state issues the reserve currency. Both the United Kingdom in the nineteenth century and the United States after 1945 meet this criterion. Because these states were also the largest economies and largest financial centers during those respective periods, however, the causal factors are overdetermined. During the interwar period, however, there was a significant disparity between the military capabilities of Great Britain and the United States; the former had far greater power projection capabilities than those of the latter. On other dimensions—market size, financial depth—the United States and the United Kingdom were more evenly matched. Despite the British military advantage, however, the most recent economic history on this subject shows that public- and private-sector actors began treating the dollar as a reserve currency as early as the mid-1920s. Economic and financial factors, not the military balance of power, primarily determine the location of the reserve currency.

The recent economics literature on the causes of national financial strength further downplays the role of military power and favors that of domestic political institutions. While both democratic and authoritarian great powers have possessed large military establishments, this literature concludes that inclusive, democratic political institutions play the crucial role in allowing large states to exploit their financial power. Because these institutions can allow political leaders to credibly commit, states housing such institutions are perceived as more likely to honor their debts. States with large militaries are also
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more vulnerable to the development of “extractive” political institutions: politically powerful actors can exploit the coercive apparatus of a large military to develop political institutions that reward members of the selectorate with private goods, rather than the public goods necessary to attract inward capital flows.\textsuperscript{38} History suggests that absolutist leaders with large militaries have been far more likely to repudiate their debts.\textsuperscript{39} As Daron Acemoğlu and James Robinson have demonstrated, countries based on extractive political institutions are more likely to possess comparatively more sclerotic economies.\textsuperscript{40} 

For any national government, some degree of defense spending and military prowess reassures private-sector actors that their investments will be secure. Beyond that base level, however, all of the literature indicates that primacy yields little in the way of geoeconomic returns. Security is certainly a necessary condition for attracting foreign capital inflows, but predominance does not appear to be a prerequisite. If anything, an outsized military, by loosening constraints on the state to refrain from military adventurism, retards rather than enhances inward private capital flows.

\textit{Geopolitical Favoritism}

The other hypothesized voluntary benefit comes from geopolitical favoritism, wherein other sovereign jurisdictions provide voluntary economic concessions to the dominant security actor. Primacy allows the hegemon to use its military power as a form of extended deterrence to protect multiple strategic partners. In return, these allies and partners can confer economic benefits, helping to underwrite military hegemony.\textsuperscript{41} If these countries give preferential treatment to the hegemon’s investors, support its currency as the world’s reserve currency, buy hegemon-issued debt as a way to finance defense spending, or subsidize the hegemon’s power projection through basing fees, arms purchases, or other transfers, then the relationship between military power and pecuniary benefits comes into greater focus. More generally, those actors who rely on the hegemon’s security umbrella are less likely to question or subvert its economic
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order. As Norrlof explains, “The United States is obligated by treaty to defend roughly fifty countries. These interventions, whether to push back aggressors, or for humanitarian reasons, have purchased goodwill and provided Great Powers with an interest in preserving an American-centered world order.”

The logic of geopolitical favoritism finds some theoretical and empirical support. There are numerous historical examples of “asymmetric” alliances that function as an implicit exchange between large and small allies of security for economic gains. Empirical tests reveal that this kind of exchange of security benefits for autonomy benefits often leads to more durable alliance relationships over time. According to this logic, states that rely on the United States for security needs are more likely to shape economic flows in a way that benefits the United States. One obvious example would be the benefits that the United States accrued after assembling the multilateral coalition to eject Iraq from Kuwait in 1991. Many countries contributed funds to help defray war expenditures during that conflict. More generally, some key allies, such as Japan, Kuwait and South Korea, heavily subsidize the basing of U.S. troops. Statistical tests in the international political economy literature strongly suggest that trade follows the flag—that is, trade flows are likely to be higher within a security alliance than without one. Foreign direct investment flows produce similar results. Additionally, a reason for the dollar’s continued standing as the world’s reserve currency has been the strong security relationship between the United States and key capital exporters, Japan and the Gulf Cooperation Council states. These actors have been willing to buy dollar-denominated assets even when their financial returns have not been extraordi-

narily high. Finally, U.S. policymakers have said that military ties provided them with greater bargaining leverage for negotiating free trade agreements with close allies (e.g., Australia and South Korea) and for shaping the pattern of Pacific Rim economic governance in groupings such as the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum.48

There are some significant flaws to this supporting evidence, however. Most of the data that support a connection between security alliances and economic integration come from the Cold War era, not from the post–Cold War era of U.S. military predominance. Theoretically, a bipolar distribution of power is most likely to lead to coherent and segmented blocs of countries. Structural realists predict that under bipolarity, relative gains concerns between the two blocs should be relatively high, leading to a tighter integration between security and economic blocs.49 Statistical tests confirm that it was during the bipolar era of the Cold War that foreign economic policies seemed to most strictly follow the flag.50 Indeed, whereas the 1990–91 Gulf War happened during the waning days of bipolarity, the 2003 Iraq War occurred during a period of uncontested military primacy—and yet the United States secured far less burden-sharing during Operation Iraqi Freedom than during Operation Desert Storm.

A glance at the global political economy of the pre-1914 period or post-1990 era suggests that the linkage between security and economic ties has been much weaker during these eras. In the nineteenth-century era of globalization, trade agreements, trade flows, migration flows, and capital flows bore little relationship to emerging alliance structures.51 Indeed, economic interdependence was so strong among non-allies that it triggered security concerns among the great powers at the turn of the century.52 Most famously, Germany and the United Kingdom were each other’s largest trading partner immediately prior to the start of the World War I. The same pattern emerges in the post–Cold War global economy. During a period when the direct economic benefits from U.S. military primacy should have been at their greatest, China became the epicenter of the global supply chain and the largest foreign market for stalwart U.S. allies such as Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. Furthermore, U.S. military primacy has not deterred China from dramatically expanding its commercial interests across the developing world over the past decade—nor
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has it deterred countries in the Pacific Rim, Latin America, Africa, or the Middle East from welcoming Chinese trade and investment.53

The assertions by U.S. policymakers that American military power has translated into tangible policy concessions on economic negotiations do not hold up to empirical scrutiny. If geopolitical favoritism mattered, then the free trade agreement between the United States and South Korea should contain terms that are appreciably more favorable to Washington than those contained in the South Korea–European Union free trade agreement, which was negotiated at the same time. Analyses of the two trade deals, however, do not reveal that result. Both agreements are comprehensive and contain roughly similar terms across a wide variety of sectors. While the United States did earn better terms in areas such as vegetable products and transportation, the European Union received better terms on automotive safety protocols, chemicals, machinery, and electronics.54 These differences are primarily a function of European and American priorities, not U.S. military leverage.55 Similarly, the claim that the United States has leveraged its security alliances into managing regional economic governance is unsubstantiated. Regional analysts agree that APEC has been the least important regional forum over the past fifteen years. During that time period, despite U.S. military primacy, most of the forward momentum in regional integration did not include the United States.56

The current state of U.S. basing fees and arms sales also clashes with the geopolitical favoritism hypothesis. If this argument holds, then Washington should earn a significant return on its overseas military bases. Furthermore, from its position of primacy, the United States should dominate the global arms trade. Neither assertion is empirically valid. Most assessments of U.S. basing expenditures conclude that the United States expends, at a minimum, tens of billions more than it receives annually from its forward military pres-

ence.57 As Kent Calder concludes in his review of U.S. overseas bases, although some countries do subsidize the presence of the U.S. military, “far more common are the cases where the United States pays nations to host bases, rather than getting paid to do so.”58 The post–Cold War trend in arms sales is just as telling. In the aftermath of the Soviet breakup, the United States controlled 60 percent of the global arms market. If geopolitical favoritism mattered, then U.S. arms producers should have maintained or increased that market share. Jonathan Caverley and Ethan Kapstein’s research reveals, however, that the United States is now responsible for less than 30 percent of the global arms market—a 50 percent decline in U.S. market share. Furthermore, Caverley and Kapstein demonstrate that the United States government incorporates geopolitical factors into its pricing of arms sales.59 During the era of military primacy, the United States has sacrificed economic rents for stronger political ties. This is an inversion of the geopolitical favoritism hypothesis.

History also suggests the absence of a correlation between realpolitik concerns and the degree of cooperation among monetary authorities. In the years prior to World War I, for example, central banking authorities cooperated across Europe to avert systemic crises even as foreign ministers engaged in balancing behavior on the continent.60 As Barry Eichengreen observes, “In 1898 the Reichsbank and German commercial banks obtained assistance from the Bank of England and the Bank of France. In 1906 and 1907 the Bank of England, faced with another financial crisis, again obtained support from the Bank of France and the German Reichsbank. The Russian State Bank in turn shipped gold to Berlin to replenish the Reichsbank’s reserves.”61 All of this occurred despite the absence of a military hegemon on the European continent. Even with heightened concerns about geopolitical rivalries, central bankers continued to act to preserve the status quo in international monetary relations.
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Not until the 1911 Agadir crisis did this pattern of international monetary cooperation begin to break down; the Reichsbank, in particular, began to hoard specie in preparation for armed conflict.62

The same pattern emerges for monetary cooperation after the end of the Cold War. Cooperation among global central bankers during the acute phase of the financial crisis was strong.63 And although U.S. allies have helped to prop up the dollar as the world’s reserve currency, China has also played a pivotal role, albeit for self-interested reasons. After the 1998 Asian financial crisis, it began to buy dollars as a form of self-insurance against a financial panic. It subsequently purchased dollar-denominated debt as a means of keeping its export-led growth model afloat.64 Regardless of its reasons, China was not shy in purchasing dollars, helping to keep U.S. interest rates low despite rising budget deficits over the past decade.65 China also rejected summer 2008 overtures from Moscow to exploit problems at Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac as a means to force U.S. action.66 If the United States’ biggest potential rival was engaged in the same kind of dollar-supporting role as close allies, then it suggests that U.S. bilateral security relationships did not play a causal role in preserving the dollar’s standing as the world reserve currency.

Geopolitical favoritism has existed in world politics, but its effects have been more truncated than commonly posited. Geopolitical favoritism matters more during periods of bipolarity than it does under unipolarity. Military primacy does not in and of itself affect direct economic transfers to the hegemonic power. During periods of unipolarity, allies do not appear to have bestowed economic benefits on the militarily predominant actor any more than they have on its potential rivals.

The Public Goods Benefits of Military Primacy

The final and most significant argument for how military primacy translates into economic benefits is that primacy facilitates the creation of global public
goods. Beginning with Charles Kindleberger, a wide range of international relations theorists have posited that a liberal hegemon is a necessary and sufficient condition for the creation of an open global economic order.67 In a unipolar system, as John Ikenberry notes, the lone superpower “provides some array of public goods in exchange for the cooperation of other states.”68 The greater economic growth and dynamism produced by the free exchange of goods, services, and capital across borders rewards all the actors in the system. Hegemonic stability theorists, however, stress that the hegemon can shape the rules of the economic game in its favor; while everyone gains from the arrangement, the hegemon, as the largest actor and the one that shapes the rules, gains in particular.69 As the provider of the global reserve currency, for example, the United States can borrow at lower interest rates and collect revenues from seigniorage.70 The Peterson Institute for International Economics estimates that the post-1945 opening of the global trading order adds $1 trillion to the U.S. gross domestic product annually.71

Theorists working in the hegemonic stability tradition tend to focus on measures of economic power. Kindleberger’s public goods argument, for example, emphasized the provision of liquidity and the provision of a large market for distressed goods. The role of military power is still usually acknowledged as providing critical security goods.72 One example of this role would be providing the ultimate means of enforcing the rules of the game.73 A more concrete example would be ensuring free navigation of the seas for international commerce. Maintaining the safety of cross-border exchange is a necessary component of boosting trade and investment. Former U.S. Chief of Naval Operations
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Gary Roughead has said, “So much of what moves on the world today in trade and commerce and the resources that flow moves on the oceans. About 90 percent of everything that moves, moves on the oceans. So how we protect the sea-lanes, how confident we are that goods can move from one point to the other and not be interfered with is extremely important.” Because of the concentration of oil in zones of political instability, such as the Persian Gulf, protecting energy flows would seem to be an especially useful function of military power.

Scholars working in power transition and long cycle traditions have arrived at similar conclusions about the benefits of military primacy. All of these scholarly traditions focus, in particular, on the security benefits from a concentration of military capabilities. Each posits that the presence of a military hegemon reduces the likelihood of arms races, wars, and security rivalries. For power transition theorists such as A.F.K. Organski, international order is at its most stable when there is a single leading state and all actors “accept the given distribution of power and wealth and . . . abide by the same rules.” Similarly, George Modelski and other long cycle theorists argue that stability is maximized within that cycle when a new hegemon has developed a decisive military and technological edge.

William Wohlforth has made the strongest theoretical argument for this position in the post–Cold War era. He argues, contrary to balance of power theorists, that unipolarity is the most stable and peaceful of all possible international systems: “Unipolarity favors the absence of war among the great powers and comparatively low levels of competition for prestige or security for two reasons: the leading state’s power advantage removes the problem of hegemonic rivalry from world politics, and it reduces the salience and stakes of balance of power politics among the major states.” Wohlforth has expanded on this argument in later work, applying social identity theory to explain the durability and peaceful nature of unipolarity. He and Stephen Brooks further point out that balancing against a rising power is one thing, but balancing against an existing hegemon is altogether different: “Balance-of-power theory predicts that states will try to prevent the rise of a hegemon; it tells us nothing about what will happen once a country establishes such a posi-
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Indeed, even realists such as John Mearsheimer and Randall Schweller have acknowledged that balancing is less common than realism predicts. Mearsheimer posits that this is because balancing is in and of itself a public good, and therefore buckpassing is more likely. Schweller attributes “under-balancing” to domestic political factors.

Regardless of the causal mechanism, all of these international relations theories posit that once a military hegemon emerges, the world should be much more secure, peaceful, and prosperous. With a preeminent military superpower, other states have less incentive to engage in arms races, brinkmanship, or security rivalries. Potential great power rivals do not see the utility of attempting to challenge the hegemon militarily. Smaller states recognize that the benefits of bandwagoning outweigh efforts to balance. As a result, both militarized disputes and aggregate defense expenditures should be expected to decline during eras of unipolarity, thus allocating more resources for economic growth, which in turn creates a virtuous circle of greater growth and greater peace.

The empirical evidence for this causal mechanism is stronger than for the mechanisms previously discussed in this article, although there are significant qualifiers. On one hand, the literature rejects the notion that hegemony is a necessary condition for an open global economy. Indeed, the existence of a liberal hegemon alone is not a sufficient condition; supporter states also play a crucial role in the spread of economic openness. Although the precise causal mechanisms remain disputed, hegemonic eras are nevertheless strongly correlated with lower trade barriers and greater levels of globalization.

Furthermore, direct evidence exists that the exercise of military power to protect sea-lanes boosts global trade flows (though the magnitude of the effect

---

is disputed). The presence of naval forces during times of militarized disputes has reduced market expectations of supply disruptions. It could be argued, however, that concerns about energy disruptions have been overstated; even in instances when U.S. military intervention was absent, world oil markets have rapidly adjusted to price spikes. A similar story can be told when analyzing the naval reaction to the post-2008 surge in Somali piracy. Attacks spiked after the financial crisis and peaked in 2011. Attacks remain at an elevated level after peaking in 2011, but their success rate has fallen markedly. Between 2011 and 2012, the number of successful global piracy attacks declined by 67 percent. The presence of multinational naval patrols—including the U.S. Navy—in the most vulnerable sea-lanes has helped matters, but the improved private security on board the commercial tankers appears to have helped even more.

The historical evidence further suggests that global and regional systems with a sole superpower have lower levels of arms races and violent conflict. In one empirical review of the literature, Daniel Geller concluded, “The only polar structure that appears to influence conflict probability is unipolarity.” Examinations of pre-Westphalian regional systems also support this finding. For example, the East Asia region had a clear hegemon in China from the start of the Ming dynasty to the peak of the Manchu dynasty. The result was a period of remarkable political stability. Countries in the region refrained from attacking China and each other; Beijing refrained from converting its hegemony into an expanding empire. Except for moments of Chinese stagnation, war was extremely rare during this period; indeed, it was so rare that some Chinese international relations scholars now extol this tianxia era as a model for the future of global order.

The post–Cold War era offers further evidence for reduced security rivalries
and greater stability in a hegemonic world order. The Human Security Project has tracked violent conflict in the post-1945 period, and its data are incontrovertible: there has been a marked and secular decline in interstate violence since the end of the Cold War, and a further decline in other forms of violence, such as civil war and extrajudicial killings. Consistent with the logic of unipolarity, global military expenditures have declined dramatically following the end of the Cold War. Global expenditures on defense as a percentage of global output averaged 5.1 percent between 1972 and 1990. Over the last decade, despite the global war on terror, defense expenditures as a percentage of global output have averaged only 2.5 percent. The peace dividend from the shift to unipolarity has been significant.

Military primacy alone is not the sole cause of this decline. A growing body of work suggests that the post–Cold War decline is merely the continuation of a long-term secular trend toward less violence. Still, even scholars advancing this long-term argument acknowledge the role that U.S. military hegemony plays. Joshua Goldstein, for example, attributes part of the decline in violent conflict to “the end of the cold war, and to a unipolar world order with a single superpower to impose its will in places like Kuwait, Serbia, and Afghanistan. . . . [A] unipolar world is inherently more peaceful than the bipolar one where two superpowers fueled rival armies around the world.”

There are two significant caveats to this body of evidence, however. The first reservation is that in all of these theories—hegemonic stability, power transition, long cycle—eventually the cost of maintaining global public goods catches up to the sole superpower. Other countries free-ride off of the hegemon, allowing them to grow faster. Technologies diffuse from the hegemonic power to the rest of the world, facilitating catch-up. Chinese analysts have posited that these phenomena, occurring right now, are allowing China to out-

The absence of burden sharing is particularly acute on the military side of the public goods equation. Eugene Gholz and Daryl Press argue that the costs of a forward military presence outweigh the gains accruing to the United States from global stability. Nuno Monteiro observes that the United States has been at war in thirteen of the twenty-two post-Cold War years—a marked contrast to pre-1989 levels. These military operations might have prevented wider wars from breaking out, but the United States continues to pay the price in blood and treasure. The costs of the Iraq and Afghanistan operations have exacted a significant toll on America’s fiscal health—more than $3 trillion to date, with an estimated $4 trillion to $6 trillion total projected for both conflicts.

The second caveat is whether military power alone is the primary driver for the public goods benefits of unipolarity. Most scholars who attempt to determine the presence of unipolarity do not rely solely on military measures to make that assertion. The literature on measuring state power relies on multiple metrics. Joseph Nye has repeatedly referred to power in world politics as a “three-dimensional chessboard” that comprises military, economic, and “soft power” dimensions. Scholars who debate the persistence of American unipolarity include, at a minimum, both economic and military measures of power.

Hegemony relies on multiple channels of power. This matters because the primary causal mechanism that leads to peace and prosperity through unipolarity is the elimination of uncertainty. When hegemony is uncontested and acknowledged by all major actors, then secondary states have less need to attempt to balance or to engage in status-seeking behavior. Indeed, even scholars who argue for the persistence of unipolarity acknowledge the importance of preeminence across a variety of power metrics. Wohlforth notes:

The theory suggests that it is not just the aggregate distribution of capabilities that matters for status competition but also the evenness with which key dimensions—such as naval, military, economic, and technological—are distrib-
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uted. Uneven capability portfolios—when states excel in different relevant material dimensions—make status inconsistency more likely. When an actor possesses some attributes of high status but not others, uncertainty and status inconsistency are likely. The more a lower-ranked actor matches the higher-ranked group in some but not all key material dimensions of status, the more likely it is to conceive an interest in contesting its rank and the more likely the higher-ranked state is to resist.101

If Wohlforth’s logic is accurate, then military power alone does not explain the reduction of conflict or security rivalries in the post–Cold War era. It is the combination of military and economic supremacy that leads to peace and prosperity. For unipolarity to yield positive economic benefits through systemic stability, it must be full-spectrum unipolarity.

This observation is problematic for the present and the future. As previously noted, there is a broad-based consensus that the military primacy of the United States will remain uncontested for the next decade at least; indeed, even extrapolating current trends, it is far from clear whether Chinese military spending will catch up with that of the United States in the next generation.102 U.S. economic primacy is another matter entirely. Multiple private- and public-sector estimates suggest that China will overtake the United States within the next decade. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) projects that China’s gross domestic product will overtake U.S. gross domestic product, as measured using purchasing power parity, by the year 2016. At least one estimate posits that China has already overtaken the U.S. economy in terms of purchasing power parity.103 China has been increasingly willing to use its economic power to influence its near neighbors, such as withholding rare earth exports to Japan after it seized a Chinese fishing boat captain in disputed territorial waters.104 It has also attempted to use its economic power to influence U.S. economic policy.105

China’s economic rise has reintroduced uncertainty into assessments about the global distribution of power. This perceptual gap is revealed in the different national responses to the April 2012 Pew Global Attitudes survey.106

When asked to name “the world’s leading economic power,” only Turkey and Mexico had majorities of respondents name the United States. On the other hand, in five of the original Group of Seven economies, strong majorities or pluralities named China as the world’s leading economic power. In other words, an increasing proportion of the developed and developing world thinks that economic primacy has shifted to China. One could argue that elite policymakers are immune from mass misperceptions; U.S. policymaking elites interpret China’s rise differently. Nevertheless, both public rhetoric and private diplomatic discourse suggest that U.S. policymakers share this view of China’s new economic status with the global public.

This perception is wrong. By any objective assessment, the United States remains the world’s largest and most powerful economy; it is also more appropriate to measure economic power using market exchange rates rather than purchasing power parity. Furthermore, there are excellent reasons to doubt the straight-line extrapolation of China’s economic ascent. Still, according to Wohlforth’s logic, the shift in perceptions alone should lead to increases in status-seeking behavior by China. And, indeed, this argument parsimoniously explains the Sino-American relationship since the start of 2009. In the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, China challenged the security status quo. In early 2009, Chinese ships engaged in multiple skirmishes with U.S. surveillance vessels in an effort to hinder American naval intelligence-gathering efforts. Beijing responded angrily and forcefully to the awarding of the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize to Chinese activist Liu Xiaobo. China reacted to routine U.S. arms sales to Taiwan with extremely hostile rhetoric and threats to sanction...
U.S. firms. China refused to condemn North Korea for the sinking on the South Korean ship Cheonan, frustrating Japan and South Korea. In response to pushback from the United States and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations on the South China Sea at the 2010 ASEAN Regional Forum, Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi responded angrily, bluntly lecturing other participants that “China is a big country and other countries are small countries, and that’s just a fact.”

The policy responses to China’s post-2008 policy shifts have been particularly interesting for the argument that military primacy generates stability. On the American side, the fall of 2011 saw a widely reported “pivot” or rebalancing by the United States toward the Pacific Rim that included a range of security-related statements and actions. The United States signed the ASEAN Treaty of Amity and Cooperation and began attending the East Asia Summit; Secretary of State Hillary Clinton announced that the peaceful resolution of territorial disputes in the South China Sea to be in the U.S. national interest; the State Department averred that the U.S. defense treaty with Japan covered the contested Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands; and the U.S. Navy ramped up activity in the region and announced that a greater preponderance of naval assets would be allocated to the Pacific. Washington facilitated or enhanced security dialogues and military exercises with friends and partners in the region; five hundred U.S. Marines were stationed in Darwin, Australia. In addition, the Obama administration fostered a diplomatic, economic, and security opening with Myanmar, a longtime ally of China. Although there have been economic components to the rebalancing toward East Asia, the most prominent elements have been military. Furthermore, most of China’s neighbors warmly embraced the U.S. pivot.

If the public goods logic of military unipolarity held true, then these actions should have deterred China from further aggressive actions. Yet, despite the flexing of U.S. military power, China did not ratchet down its behavior in the region. As Wu Xinbo observed, “[G]iven the comprehensive rise in its national power in recent years, China feels more confident in confronting the U.S. rebalancing strategy.” Indeed, if anything, Beijing increased its aggres-
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sive behavior. China ratcheted up tensions with the Philippines over the Scarborough Shoal in the spring and summer of 2012. In the fall of 2012, it escalated tensions with Japan over the latter’s claim of ownership of islands in the East China Sea. The pacifying effects of unipolarity appear to have dissipated. Instead, Chinese behavior is consistent with predictions of great power behavior under status uncertainty. Within the Chinese policymaking and scholarly communities, there is a growing obsession with measuring and comparing Chinese power to U.S. power. In one recent assessment, Wang Jisi summarized the worldview of the top Chinese leadership: “The rise of China, with its sheer size and very different political system, value system, culture, and race, must be regarded in the United States as the major challenge to its superpower status.”

China’s assertiveness, particularly in the wake of U.S. efforts to display its military preeminence, suggest that the causal logic through which primacy should lead to reduced security rivalries is eroding. Contrary to neoconservative fears, the issue is not the waning of U.S. military power: both Chinese and U.S. military analysts acknowledge that the United States’ military advantage is still impressive. Rather, uncertainty about U.S. economic strength feeds perceptions of American decline. Following the logic of a unipolar system, this perceptual shift and uncertainty will lead to a revival of status-seeking behavior by China. Military supremacy on its own is insufficient to prevent the renewal of great power tensions in the world; full-spectrum unipolarity is necessary. Without a sufficient amount of economic power, the pacifying effects of military supremacy will eventually erode.

Conclusion

For the past generation, U.S. military hegemony has been a concrete fact in world politics. The anticipated austerity of the defense budget has prompted concerns among some analysts that the costs of any reduction in defense spending outweigh the benefits to the U.S. economy. This article has assessed the merits and demerits of military hegemony for a superpower’s economy. Reasons have been put forward to describe how U.S. military supremacy represents a net economic gain: the inculcation of geoeconomic and geopolitical
favoritism, and the generation of greater benefits from global public goods under the shadow of military primacy.

The empirical record suggests that many of the hypothesized benefits have been overstated. The private sector responds positively to a country’s military capability, but only up to a point; military primacy is hardly a prerequisite for attracting trade and investment. Geopolitical favoritism does occur, but only during periods of bipolarity. Economic exchange is actually less correlated with security ties under conditions of unipolarity. Finally, military primacy does appear to be an important adjunct to the creation of an open global economy and the reduction of militarized disputes and security rivalries, but military supremacy is only one component of unipolarity. A decline in the hegemon’s economic power undercuts many of unipolarity’s posited benefits. Both the public goods and geopolitical favoritism arguments have some validity, but both rely on the hegemon’s economic might as much as its military might for the causal pathways to function.

To be clear, nothing here should suggest that military predominance does not confer significant political and diplomatic benefits on the hegemon. Military preeminence can translate into a force multiplier for other forms of statecraft, including the use of economic sanctions. As Barry Posen notes, command of the global commons “allows the United States to exploit more fully other sources of power, including its own economic and military might as well as the economic and military might of its allies.” It also seems clear that full-spectrum unipolarity does yield significant benefits. Still, the argument that military preeminence alone produces significant economic gain appears to be exaggerated.

The results presented in this article are preliminary—greater and deeper dives into the data must be made. Nevertheless, if these results hold, there are significant implications for both international relations theory and U.S. foreign policy. For theorists, these findings have implications for the role that military power plays in world politics. Over the past forty years, there has been a running debate in international relations scholarship regarding the relative fungibility of power. Some realists have argued that force is a fungible tool of statecraft; critics argue that power resources are harder to deploy across issue areas. The arguments presented here suggest that the fungibility of military

Military power is more circumscribed than advocates of military primacy contend. Military power is essential in a wide variety of cases, but the argument that an overseas military presence pays for itself, or heavily defrays the costs of deep engagement, does not hold up. Only full-spectrum primacy yields the hypothesized benefits that allegedly flow from military hegemony.

There are also clear implications for U.S. foreign policy and fiscal policy. The lesson from this analysis for U.S. grand strategy is that an overreliance on military preponderance is badly misguided. Again, it is not that military power is useless; it is that the law of diminishing marginal returns has kicked in. The United States would profit more from investing in nonmilitary power resources than in military assets. An excessive reliance on military might, to the exclusion of other dimensions of power, will yield negative returns. Without a revived economy and the associated global recognition of a renaissance in American economic power, the United States runs the risk of strategic insolvency.\textsuperscript{121} The United States needs to focus primarily on policies that will rejuvenate economic growth, accelerate job creation, and promote greater innovation and productivity. If the U.S. economy is perceived to be rebounding, then the biggest economic benefits that have been hypothesized to flow from military predominance will be preserved. Furthermore, over the long run, economic growth is the strongest driver for growth in defense spending.\textsuperscript{122} Short-term cuts can lead to long-term growth in defense spending. As policymakers weigh the choice between maintaining a large military and taking steps toward economic revival, the results in this article point strongly toward deeper cuts in defense expenditures.
